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I t is time to stand for change

OFFICIAL 2017 NEW YEAR MESSAGE

2017 - "THE YEAR OF CLEARING Collective KARMA"
by Ambassador RaDine America Harrison

BUILDING EMOTION FOR LIFE INSTEAD OF KARMA with LIFE!!!
A new cycle has begun for our hemisphere's life cycle, transition is upon us.
This year 2017, the emotions of Earth-life consciousness will be even stronger than last year. The ability to use through
manipulating, the emotions for life consciousness will stop. KARMA, for the misuse of Life is upon us. Life is breaking
its repression to be emotionally free from intellectual bondage.
As you see each year is getting more challenging to live inorganic on Earth, instead of with the Earth as a part of the
planetary organic living consciousness. People will be forced to look and correct their attitudes, break from old habits,
patterns, and conditions that allowed them as individuals to be comfortable being stuck in ways of thinking and living in
an unnatural or artificial culture. The consequences are in full force for it.
The time has come to address our collective Karma to America.

It is time to face and clean up our KARMA.

Living through the emotions of life consciousness and following its commands, has revealed to me another side of the
Life-consciousness relationship. As the planetary emotions of Life consciousness get stronger, what has been hidden is
being revealed. What has been in the shadows is becoming visible. The past has come alive in the present. The
new questions become, “How did a powerful collective of planetary people for America become a weak and dying
people today? What is the People of America’s Karma?
For centuries we as America have passed the "buck" as they say , the consequences for the MISTAKES OF THE
PAST.to the future generations
For centuries we have been slowly abandoning our collective responsibility in the
process of serving our purpose to LIFE of America, while finding ways to avoid dealing with the life challenges
presented to us as a result of our mistakes. The last 7 generations have used the belief , "LIFE is a personal choice",

to give them as individuals, intellectual sanction for doing what we want to do with the emotional power of Life,
instead of what we are supposed to do individually for the collective emotional life-support with the Life energy of
America.
The result from this be-lief is, the creating and compiling of more KARMA for when the consequences
from Life confronted us as a result of our behavior.
Males and Females have pointed to each other as the excuse for neglecting their purpose with the life inheritance of
America. The KARMA for our abandonment, neglect and selfishness is small mindedness. The challenges we find
ourselves having in life are Life’s way of breaking us out of small mindedness, so we can return to our first purpose
with Life and start creating solutions for the challenges presented to us collectively as individules.
Our Ancestors understood this, their children forgot. The more we confront emotional challenges, the more the
emotions within us break down the blockages repressing its flow through us that retard planetary expression and
collective remedy. .
Unfortunately, in our quest for creating personal beliefs (lies) and ideals using the emotions for Life to manifest them,
we have lost our compass for the purpose of Life within us.
THE TIME HAS COME TO "CLEAN IT UP"!!!
There are planetary law principles governing every process with Life.
effects of duality.

Every action on Earth happens through cause and

As long as actions stay within the boundaries of Life principles, life grows and will stay strong and protected by Life
from death and destruction. Karma is when there is a consciousness redirection /break and the emotion for Life
consciousness is directed/used towards unconscious (self-centered), (ego) agendas, causing a chain reaction in a
different direction outside of the Earth-life consciousness.
IS THE CONDITION WE FIND OURSELVES IN TODAY OUR CONSEQUENCES,

OUR KARMA?

All Females regardless of how they chose to see themselves, represent the collective emotions of life-in-physical-form
with the Earth section their life heritage blood is connected to. Females of America aka black American sisters are the
life consciousness of America and have the emotional power of America , they represent the consciounses voice of
expression in physical form for America.
From this simple truth, I have to ponder the answer to these questions:
1.
Why Females who control the emotional directive of life consciousness with Earth are being used as
women on Earth?
2.
Is Life punishing Females who are now living as women for our deliberate misuse of its emotional
consciousness power?
3.

Are we really vvictims or are we just collectively caught in our own collective web?

4.
Did the Females of America repress the Males of America through the use of their emotional power over
them to enslave them first?
5.
Are the Females of America (living as women) using the men of America intellectual mistakes as a
distraction for them to hide behind, to keep from taking response ability for their consequences from Life for misusing
the emotional power given to them as the keepers of LIFE cconsciousness?
6.

Are the Females with the emotions of America actually oppressing the emotions of America from its

purpose with the Earth?
7.

Are Females for America at war with llife-consciousness?

8.
Are Males of America (living as men) getting away with taking advantage of Females (living unconsciously
as women in America) because Females of America are living as women, are taking advantage/using the emotions of
Life for personal gain?
9.
Was the development of the United States a result of the revolution against the Females of America for their
misuse of its emotional power with the Males of America?
10.
Is the destruction of our collective's Life's-Heritage with OUR larger life-support-body America, a result of our
collective conscious disregard for our purpose to life consciousness, its system principles for guidance and protecting our
inheritance to Earth America?
11.

What do we as a people governing America owe LIFE with EARTH?

12.

What does Life really owe us?

13.
Why do people feel it is easier to live as women and men than in their true position as Females and Males
following the principles for life consciousness?
14.
Will the answers to these questions reveal a clearer picture for the reasons why our grandfathers betrayed our
grandmothers, abandoned the protection of America's life consciousness they were beholding to?
These are some heavy questions and the answers reveal a different side of the story with our past.
Revealing
agendas behind the beliefs and attitudes we collectively promote towards our responsibility to our Life-Heritage
consciousness with America.

the

The more I stand for life with Life consciousness, the more I see the mirror of the collective Me!
Over the years, I have witnessed the destruction of countless lives from the misuse of emotional power by Females
(living as women) and Males (living as men), using their consciousness power with Lfe in a selfish, and often, vindictive
ways.
The consequence of these manipulations to the innocence in people, have caused people lives to go down dark
paths, that open them up to be victims of exploitation, emotional suffering and physical pain. WHEN DO WE SMELL
OUR ROSES ?!!!
OUR KARMA
The reason why Life has allowed the Females of America to be emotionally enslaved to the intellect of men, is because
the Females of America have collectively oppressed the emotional consciousness of Life for America to use for their
personal gain. We have not used our voice from America, FOR AMERICA...
The United States is a result of our selfishness in our pursuit to use the emotion of life consciousness; which belonged to
the planet for ourselves, without giving back to our life support of America. As long as we find ways to avoid stepping
up to the collective challenges life presents to us to correct the karma of us, by NOT using our voice to stand for America
we will continue to be a collectivize regarded as people who have no respect for our lives .
OUR people who think they can continue to outsmart life-emotional consciousness to avoid life response ability is in for
a rude and ugly awakenening.
The secret about KARMA, the record is never cleared by a simple prayer, shout or half-hearted

gesture, it has to be

corrected with action!

2017 is the year to correct action. Cleaning up our Karma WITH our America, in order to revive life grace.
WE cannot allow ourselves as Females for America to ever forget the truth of our Life- emotional connection with the
Earth to America. It is not our choice to cop out on our purpose or pre- judge how things will turn out. It is our
purpose to keep the voice of truth as the emotional expression that is living with us as America ALIVE!!!
It is time to
speak up and step up!!!
Life's principle:
People who stand for NOTHING with Life aren’t entitled to receive any grace from
Life in having one.

the power with

Please, take the time to think about your current attitudes about Life and our future with our Earth-inheritance to
America.
The first step towards clearing Karma is to stand for your life inheritance from Earth. Stand for America.
Help us help you! Support the "We are America" petition and share it with your friends, family and all the people of
America. Spread the word. Give our Life a chance…
To sign:

Go to www.fiaah.org/petition

To receive more insight for " Actions for Clearing our collective KARMA
CONVERSATIONS WITH AMBASSADOR RADINE AT YUMWIJA
" Actions for Clearing our collective KARMA",

learning how this is done individually will be the focus for all llectures.

I will reveal the wonderful knowledge about ourselves that will give us something to
challenges to save our lives.
Dates will be announced on the "Events Ccalendar."
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release fear towards facing the

